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About This Software

3DCoat is the one application that has all the tools you need to take your 3D idea from a block of digital clay all the way to a
production ready, fully textured organic or hard surface model.

KEY FEATURES

Easy Texturing & PBR

Microvertex, Per-pixel or Ptex painting approaches

Realtime Physically Based Rendering viewport with HDRL

Smart Materials with easy set-up options

Multiple paint Layers. Popular blending modes. Layer groups

Tight interaction with Photoshop

Texture size up to 16k

Fast Ambient Occlusion and Curvature map calculation
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Rich toolset for all kind of painting tasks, and more...

Digital Sculpting

No topological constraints. Sculpt as you would with Clay

Complex boolean operations. Fast kit bashing workflow

Adaptive dynamic tesselation (Live Clay)

Dozens of fast and fluid sculpting brushes

Boolean operations with crisp edges

3D Printing Export Wizard.

Ultimate Retopo Tools

Auto-retopology (AUTOPO) with user-defined edge loops

Fast and easy-to-use manual Retopo tools

Possibility to import reference mesh for retopologization

Retopo groups with color palette for better management

Advanced baking settings dialog

Fast & Friendly UV Mapping

Professional toolset for creating and editing UV-sets

Native Global Uniform (GU) unwrapping algorithm

Multiple UV-sets support and management

Support ABF, LSCM, and Planar unwrapping algorithms

Individual islands tweaking

Lastly, it is fast, easy, and fun to use.

3DCoat Amateur version vs. the Professional version

3DCOAT AMATEUR

No commercial usage, but you may earn money from TF2 and DOTA 2 items.

Textures size to export is limited to 2048x2048

Limited to 7 layers

3DCOAT PROFESSIONAL
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The ultimate set of 3DCoat tools and features.

Rights to use 3D-Coat commercially.
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realy great graphics but lagging as hell just make it turn based and u might have a winner.. I think I played all the Tennis Games
(Virtua Tennis, Top Spin, Tennis Elbow, Full Ace...) and I can say that this one really good and a lot of fun to play!

I quickly played the tutorial and made my first match with Nadal on amateur difficulty ( 6:0), next match on Pro (6:0), then 2nd
hardest difficulty veteran against a pretty low rated player (Nadal is rated 86 I think, he was sth like 64). Huiii, that was a lil
harder. Lost the first set 6:2, won the 2nd set in tibreak 9:7. In 3rd set I lead 4:1 and thought this is gonna be it, but he came
back to 4:4. Then I won 6:4 and now I'm in the 2nd round of Australien Open :)
I have to admit that the controls are no problem for me since I'm an experienced tennis player.
But if you have never played a game like Tennis Elbow or Full Ace you first have to get used to it, which can take quite some
time. Attention ----> This is a simulation, no Virtua Tennis Arcade Game.

The graphics are nice with my setup (everything on highest at 4k with a 1080 TI).
The loading times are pretty fast, menus looking good. Player animations (only tested Nadal so far) wow!
The whole presentation of the game is just great and you dont have that in games like Tennis Elbow or Full Ace.
All in all the game already feels premium-quality compared to the rest on the market.

I experienced a few lags, but I think that happened because players were visiting my always open stream here in steam. Smashes
need a lil more balance (only did it in the tutorial but that was light speed xDD). The sound of the net is a lil weird and some
shot animations just dont fit, especially when you come to the net (sometimes you press the topspin key, but see a slice-
annimation which does not look good) and one time when I exit the game I got stuck in a black screen! Hope the Team is gonna
work on that, especially the few weird animations.

I have to say that the game actually was a NO-GO for me from all the AO Tennis gameplay Videos I've seen on f.ex. youtube.
But then few months later my friend said "hey check out this gameplay, it's not that bad I think". And he was right, it looked a
lot better. Then I found out why, because there were already like 18 patches released!
I'm also definitely gonna buy Tennis World Tour, which actually is the game I want since months (I know every gameplay
footage and love it xD) but I'm glad that I took another look at AO International tennis.

49,99€ is pretty expensive and generally I get those games a lot cheaper. But it's just too new and I couldn't wait.
Decide yourself if you wanna pay that much, but I can tell you that it's worth it.

P.S. soon we will probably have all the real players, cause of the great editor and community work.
Now I'm gonna play my 2nd match of australian open. If you wanna watch, feel free to join :)

. Absolutely nobody playing. No solo play. You can walk around empty corridores if you'd like. Most players it's ever had is 14.
It seems wrong that they're still selling a game that they didn't finish and can't play anymore.. Lively OST that blends perfectly
to the graphics\/video of the game. Love it!!!. pretty good. Idk how to actually see the game
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This game is amazing! its the funniest♥♥♥♥♥♥ive ever played !!! holy ♥♥♥♥ honestly the best 11$ i spent on steam. This
metroidvania game will knock your socks off the moment you pick it up. Look no further then Xenocite Clad to give you an in
depth exploration of the genre and leave you with nothing to say but "wow". 10\/10. definatley a waste of money. game crashes
after finishing making the sock (about 5 mins of game play). No sign of any bug fixes!!!. Strength lies not in defence but in
attack.. I would not recommend that game in it current state, but if the game would be a bit more polished it can make a little bit
fun for sure. So the game has potential but further updates are needed.
I srsly hope for further updates on thise game.. A very fun let us eat everything! All accievements are doable and it is fun to
play.. Not much else to say! Good game. not fun. seriously not fun. Oh and the title No way out mneans.. No escape button to
get out of the game :\/
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